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A funny thing led to the writing of this post. 

I actually listed out several topics that I wish to address and illustrate with video. One of them was the 

title of this blog. 

Trouble is, I couldn’t recall what I was thinking or what I could possibly shoot video of regarding ‘the 

most fundamental skill in holistic healing arts.’ 

This really forced me to reflect and think hard about what actually is the most important fundamental skill 

in holistic healing arts. 

I wondered if I had been thinking of a technique. Was I thinking it is palpation? Maybe that was it.  After 

all, the ability to touch patients correctly is not only a seminal skill in massage, acupuncture and any kind 

of physical medicine; it is also one of the  major criticisms levied against conventional medicine – i.e. 

that‘my doctor doesn’t even take the time to touch me during the exam and diagnosis.’ 

Perhaps I was thinking that it was something to do with a certain modality. 

Certainly good quality herbal practice is a high level achievement in holistic healing arts and can achieve 

results far beyond mere physical medicine techniques like acupuncture and massage. 

Or maybe it was good-quality needling skills.  Certainly acupuncture can achieve results for managing 

pain and stress without side-effects that no other modality can achieve. Perhaps that was it.  

But as I thought even more deeply about what it could have been, I realized that the number one skill is 

really none of these things above – all of which are certainly quite important. 

It occurred to me that the number one skill in holism is the ability to ‘think’ holistically.  

What this really amounts to is an appreciation and understanding of symbolism and archetype.  

To see the world and all of nature and human interaction in symbolic and archetypical terms is a journey 

and achievement that dwarfs all others simply because of the timeless profundity such understanding 

bestows. 

To really dive into symbol, metaphor and archetype, you must be conversant (at least) with the major 

works of Carl Jung (and maybe Sigmund Freud) as these two practically defined the field of 

psychoanalysis in the 20th Century. 

Joseph Campbell is simply inexhaustible with all of this and you could study his life work for months and 

years and still discover new insights into myth and its significance to this metaphorical purview that is 

holistic thinking. 



Caroline Myss also has a useful and empowering take on this topic and is certainly one of the more 

worthwhile teachers on this subject. 

Great novels and storytellers will help – Melville and Dante come to mind and of course Cervantes. 

The ultimate software for seeing the world in terms of patterns, archetypes and interconnected entities – 

i.e. the blueprint for pattern discrimination - is the I Ching and it is essentially the king of all self-help 

books.  
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Why is this ‘the most important skill in holistic healing arts’? 

Because without correct thinking, you cannot hope to achieve correct clinical outcomes. 

If holism teaches us one thing, it is that your mind and body are definitely not separate.  

What you think affects your actions. How can it be otherwise? 

Yet this most important fundamental skill is one of the rarest in all the world of holistic healing arts. 

Again and again I find students who rush to a New Age posture without any clue of even the existence of 

myth and metaphor which is the logical basis for the holistic methodology.  

On top of that, there are veteran holistic practitioners who simply refuse to clarify what they do and how 

it is or isn’t based on sound and stable logical and rational thinking (versus the ‘I want’ of personal 

subjectivism that so typifies New Age practice). 

Aside from a study of psychology and myth, how can you avoid New Age oblivion in favor of professional 

quality holistic thinking? 

It really comes down to language – i.e. linguistic accuracy and clarity regarding holistic reality and a 

professional diagnostic methodology. 

The Statements of Fact in holism are the prerequisite for clarity in-clinic. 

Confusion over tongue and or pulse examination plagues many practitioners for many years. If you don’t 

nail down these two essential areas and really commit to clarity on this topic you will be mediocre for 

your entire career. 

They are that important.  
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The ability the think holistically is not only the essential element of high-quality clinical practice; it is also 

clearly the only thing that will allow you to converse with physicians.  Remember that physicians have 

never been exposed to good quality logic regarding holism.  Yet they are crying out for someone to bring 
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sense to all of these ‘alternative’ practices.  Practitioners of TCM in particular hold an advantage in that 

the logic of holism is made so clear in the TCM system and the body of literature that supports your view 

is so enormous that you could simply bury the naysayers in evidence that your logic is not New Age 

personal subjectivism . . .  

IF . . . 

You understand the logical basis of holism and the linguistic parameters that permit proper 

communication.   

From that point, linguistic equivalency can be achieved and you can truly ‘meet physicians and 

administrators where they are’ – which is the key step to inclusion within a mainstream setting.   

Much more on this topic in the months to come. 
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